AP unmasking and AP tuning in normal and pathological human ears.
In a group of seven normal and eight abnormal hearing subjects three-tone AP unmasking experiments and/or AP tuning experiments were performed during electrocochleography. In the unmasking experiments the Shannon forward masking paradigm was applied, i.e. two simultaneous tones (the masker and the suppressor) influence a test tone in a forward masking procedure. Frequency and intensity of the suppressor were varied. It appeared that unmasking effects are clearly present, i.e. the suppressor stimulus can reduce masking of the AP. This effect, however, is very variable, in normal ears as well as in pathological ears. AP tuning quality deteriorated with increasing hearing loss but no correlation was found between AP unmasking parameters and hearing loss. It seems that AP suppression areas shift less upward (or not at all) than the AP tuning curve does upon increasing the test tone level. These results raise some questions about the intercorrelation of the triad: hearing loss, quality of tuning and suppression effects, as single fibre experiments and psychophysical investigations suggest.